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                    Abstract
Predictive Processing accounts of Cognition, PPC, promise to forge productive alliances that will unite approaches that are otherwise at odds (see Clark, A. Surfing uncertainty: prediction, action and the embodied mind. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2016). Can it? This paper argues that it can’t—or at least not so long as it sticks with the cognitivist rendering that Clark (2016) and others favor. In making this case the argument of this paper unfolds as follows: Sect. 1 describes the basics of PPC—its attachment to the idea that we perceive the world by guessing the world. It then details the reasons why so many find cognitivist interpretations to be inevitable. Section 2 examines how prominent proponents of cognitivist PPC have proposed dealing with a fundamental problem that troubles their accounts—the question of how the brain is able to get into the great guessing game in the first place. It is argued that on close inspection Clark’s (2016) solution, which he calls bootstrap heaven is—once we take a realistic look at the situation of the brain—in fact bootstrap hell. Section 3 argues that it is possible to avoid dwelling in bootstrap hell if one adopts a radically enactive take on PPC. A brief sketch of what this might look like is provided.
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Clark (2016) is very clear that we must distinguish two stories that might be told about predictive processing. The first story presents an “extremely broad” vision according to which the brain’s role in cognition is that of “multi-level probabilistic prediction” (p. 10). The second, more specific, predictive processing story attempts to give the details about how the first story might get told in light of current developments in neuroscience.


	
Clark (2016) frequently tells us that PPC is a “compelling ‘cognitive package deal’ in which perception, imagination, understanding, reasoning, and action are co-emergent from the whirrings and grindings of the predictive, uncertainty-estimating brain” (p. xvi).


	According to Hohwy’s (2014) take on PPC “prediction error minimization is the only principle for the activity of the brain” (p. 2, emphasis added). Yet there are reasons to abandon the all-encompassing, imperialist vision presented in standard formulations of PPC that holds that the sole explanation of adaptive error minimization is the reduction of free energy. While the reduction of free energy principle is central to PPC, it should not be regarded as ‘the’ foundational, ultimate explanation of all adaptive behavior; the one factor that drives it. PPC must surrender this pretension given that the optimal strategy for reducing surprise and minimizing predictive error would be, as the ‘dark room’ objection highlights, to find a stable environment and engage with the world as little as possible. Clearly, the ‘dark room’ strategy cannot explain why the world teems with so many diverse forms of adaptive life that employ an incredible variety of adventurous cognitive strategies. Highlighting the explanatory limitations of relying on a single principle to explain all of this, Menary (forthcoming, see also Menary 2015) supplies a compelling argument for relinquishing the ‘isolated brain’ interpretation of PPC in favour of situating the PPC enterprise within a broader, more ‘open minded’ and pluralist explanatory framework—one which assumes that to explain adaptive life and cognition demands appeal to a wider set of grounding evolutionary principles and not just the idea that organisms seek to minimize free energy. This argument against the secluded brain formulation of PPC only concerns PPC’s official explanatory ambitions. It is, thus, independent of the epistemic and semantic concerns raised above. Nevertheless, they fit together as a seamless package.


	
Clark (2015a) identifies the radical implications of PPC as follows: (1) the core flow of information is top-down—the forward flow of information is replaced by the forward flow of prediction error; (2) motor control is just top-down sensory prediction; (3) efference copies are replaced by top-down predictions; (4) cost functions are absorbed into predictions (p. 3). Despite proposing such major changes to the standard cognitivist take on cognition Clark’s take on PPC exemplifies how one can be a radical revisionist without being a true revolutionary. For, if Clark is right, PPC only requires making partial and piecemeal adjustments to traditional cognitivism. The radical changes he highlights fall a long way short of constituting a fundamental and wholesale replacement of the previous framework.


	Interestingly, despite painting PPC as “a picture of the brain as a secluded inference-machine” that relies wholly on self-evidencing, Hohwy (2014) also notes the parallels with enactivist thinking, observing that “the notion of self-evidencing appears to be the epistemic cousin to the dynamic systems theory notions of self-organization and self-enabling, which are often used to explain enactivism” (p. 19).


	REC also holds that some forms of cognition involve content. In some acts of cognition we represent the world as being in ways that might not obtain—namely, in ways that can be true or false, accurate or inaccurate, and so on. However, REC denies that this is a feature of the most fundamental forms of cognition.


	Other theorists are even firmer and more forthright on the link between PPC and cognitivism—they regard PPC as absolutely and unavoidably wedded to the idea that the brain trades in contentful representations. Hohwy (2014) tells us, for example, that the brain’s predictions about likely sensory input “necessarily rely on internal representations of hidden causes in the world (including the body itself)” (p. 17, emphasis added).


	
Clark (2016) is quick to observe that this sort of matchmaking is often quite piecemeal and partial, as in cases of rapid perception during which we only get the ‘gist’ of a scene (p. 27).


	Subjects viewed one of eight possible stimulus orientations while activity was monitored in early visual areas (V1–V4 and MT+) using standard fMRI procedures. For each 16-s ‘trial’ or stimulus block, a square-wave annular grating was presented at the specified orientation (0, 22.5 ...157.5\({^{\circ }})\), which flashed on and off every 250 ms with a randomized spatial phase to ensure that there is no mutual information between orientation and local pixel intensity.


	This is Clark’s (2016) own phrase: he tells us that, “the prediction task is ... a kind of bootstrap heaven” (Clark 2016, p. 19). He elsewhere tells us that, “the impasse was solved in principle at least by the development of learning routines that made iterated visits to bootstrap heaven” (Clark 2016, p. 20). Hohwy (2013) makes a similar move, holding: “a solution to the problem of perception ... must have a bootstrapping effect such that perceptual inference and prior belief is explained as being normative in one fell swoop, without helping ourselves to the answer by going beyond the perspective of the skull-bound brain” (p. 15).


	Noting this Rosenberg (2014) claims that, “the real challenge for neuroscience is to explain how the brain stores information when it can’t do so ... in sentences made up in a language of thought” (Rosenberg 2014, p. 26). This assessment is almost right. Here is REC’s proposed modification: The real challenge for PPC regarding neuroscience is to [get beyond trying to] explain how the brain stores information when it can’t do so ... in sentences made up in a language of thought.


	Hohwy (2013) rejects the idea that the historical constraints on how a system copes with uncertainty could be understood in terms of what he calls ‘mere biases’. This is because he insists on construing PPC in terms of inference understood as a normative notion, where the norms in question are those of Bayesian epistemology that tells us “what we should infer given our evidence” (p. 15).
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